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                            It’s Time
to Upgrade.
                        

                        Experience Saltro® fungicide seed treatment.

                        Explore Trial Map
                    

                    

                

            

            
                



            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                See Upgraded SDS Protection in Action
                                Upgraded SDS Protection in Action
                            

                            Saltro delivers superior Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS) and Soybean Cyst Nematode (SCN) protection without the stress, helping to maximize soybean yield potential. See how it performs near you.
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                            Indicates multiple data points in this area. Click icon to expand and view.

                        


                

            

            
                ✕Sign up for new trial upload alerts 
            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            How Does Saltro Help Deliver More Potential ROI?
With Better SDS Protection.
                            Why Does Saltro Help Deliver More Potential ROI?
                        

                        Saltro contains the most advanced SDS active ingredient on the market, ADEPIDYN® technology. This SDHI-powerhouse has more intrinsic activity, with proven performance under low to catastrophic SDS pressure situations.

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        Inoculated with Fusarium virguliforme. Syngenta trials at The Seedcare Institute; Stanton, MN; April 2019

                    

                

            

        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Stress less with Saltro.
We mean you and your soybeans.
                                Superior SDS Protection Without the Stress
                            

                            
                                
                                
                            
                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                No Early-Season Stress Means More Potential Yield
                            

                            Soybean planting and crop stress go hand in hand, but your SDS and SCN protection doesn’t need to add more strain. Saltro protects young seedlings without the baggage and maximizes your seed investment. So, you can say goodbye to visible signs of plant stress both above and below the soil, like phytotoxicity (leaf burn), smaller root mass, stunting and reduced plant stands.

                        


                        
                            Better Yields Start With Healthier Soybeans
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                                        98,500 Plants/A
CruiserMaxx APX + Saltro
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                                        86,500 Plants/A
Acceleron Standard + ILEVO

                                    


                                    Syngenta trials in Brooklyn, WI; 2022
                                
                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    SCN: A Hidden Threat

                                    As the leading cause of yield loss in U.S. soybeans, SCN causes an estimated $1.5 billion in yield loss1 each year — and it can do this without showing visual symptoms.
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                                        See
the
Impact!

                                        Tap to
See the
Impact!
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                                        Uncover
the
Culprit!

                                        Tap to
Uncover
the Culprit!
                                    

                                
                                
                                    The Impact of SDS

                                    SDS infects soybeans early, but foliar symptoms don’t appear until it’s too late to protect against yield losses, which can be over 50%.2 By using Saltro with SDS- and SCN-resistant varieties, you can limit the risk of losing yield to both SDS and SCN.

                                

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            1https://www.ndsu.edu/agriculture/extension/publications/soybean-cyst-nematode

                            2https://extension.umn.edu/soybean-pest-management/sudden-death-syndrome-soybean

                        

                    

                

            

        

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Upgraded Protection =
More Bushels in the Bin
                            Upgraded Protection Equals More Bushels in the Bin
                        

                        
                            Saltro delivers over a 3 bushel yield bump under SDS pressure.3 Even in low or no SCN or SDS pressure environments, Saltro consistently delivers a positive return on investment.
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                            3U.S. trials with SDS  pressure; n=48; 2015-2023. Trial locations: AR, IL, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, TN, WI. Trials with significantly different disease incidence/severity rating between Check and SDS treatment
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                [image: Photo result comparison of CruiserMaxx APX + Saltro versus Acceleron Standard + Ilevo]
                                [image: Photo result comparison of CruiserMaxx APX + Saltro versus Acceleron Standard + Ilevo]
                                Start, LA; 2023

                                
                                    Weaker Stands Lead to Replants and Less ROI
                                    Flip for more 
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    Better Plant Stands, More Bushel Potential
                                

                                Early-season stress can increase stand loss and weaken seedlings. When fewer soybeans emerge, both yield loss and replant risk increase. Saltro better protects your seed investment by helping soybeans emerge healthy and uniform to start the season strong.
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                                [image: Photo result comparison of Saltro versus Ilevo]
                                Syngenta trials at The Seedcare Institute, Stanton, MN; 10 days after planting in pest-free soil; 2019

                                
                                    Early-Season Stress Stunts Growth and Yield
                                    Flip for more 
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    Healthy Soybeans, Higher Yield Potential
                                

                                SDS protection doesn’t need to be another stressor for your young soybeans. Saltro provides protection without plant stress, including phytotoxicity, stunting, reduced plant stands, susceptibility to pests or weather and reduced plant growth.
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                                [image: Photo result comparison of CruiserMaxx APX + Saltro versus Acceleron Standard + Ilevo]
                                3-plant comparison: Syngenta trials at The Seedcare Institute, Stanton, Minnesota; 21 DAP in soil inoculated with heavy SCN and SDS pressure; April 2019

                                
                                    Stressed Roots Limit
 Nutrient Uptake
                                    Flip for more 
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    Robust Roots, Max Absorption
                                

                                While soybeans may appear to overcome stress-related side effects above ground, early-season root damage has a lasting impact — preventing plants from reaching their full genetic yield potential. Saltro helps establish larger, stronger roots while defending against SDS and SCN.
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                                [image: Photo result comparison of Untreated versus Acceleron Standard F/I + Ilevo vs Intego Suite versus CruiserMaxx APX + Saltro]
                                Marysville, OH 6/22; 48 DAT

                                
                                    Slowed Canopy Closure Helps Weeds Steal Yield
                                    Flip for more 
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    Thicker Canopy, Heftier Yields
                                

                                Saltro helps soybeans achieve stronger plant stands, leading to faster canopy closure and reduced competition from weeds. With less competition, plants can put more energy toward pod and bean development. Using Saltro alongside Tendovo® herbicide can help give your soybeans the distinct early-season performance advantage they need to reach their full potential.
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                                Photo provided by Stephanie Porter, Illinois Soybean Association.

                                
                                    Red Crown Rot is a
 Growing Issue
                                    Flip for more 
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    Limit Yield Loss From Red Crown Rot
                                

                                A newer disease, Red Crown Rot causes stand reduction, pre- and post-emergence damping-off and ultimately reduced potential yield. To help protect your soybeans, Saltro has a 2(ee) Label for suppression in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri and Tennessee.
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                                York, NE 2023

                                
                                    Stand Loss = Yield Loss
                                    Flip for more 
                                
                            

                            
                                
                                    Maximize Stand, Maximize ROI
                                

                                Some herbicides and SDS seed treatments can burn young seedlings and cause seed death, setting soybeans back and hurt your bottom line. By helping soybeans emerge strong without injury or stress, Saltro and Tendovo herbicide can preserve your planting populations and maximize your potential yield.
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                        Want to know when new trials are uploaded?

                        Sign up for email and/or text alerts to be the first to know about new data and product reviews, upcoming seed treatment innovations and more.


                        *Indicates required fields. We will use your information only in accordance with our privacy policy.


                        Upon receiving an initial text message from Syngenta, the cell phone user is agreeing to receive future text message communications from Syngenta under the WhySaltro campaign. Standard text message rates apply and are the sole responsibility of the cell phone user. To stop receiving messages, the cell phone user must reply to a Syngenta text message with the message ‘STOP.’


                        Sign Up
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                                Last Name*
                                
                                 

                            


                            
                                Email*
                                
                                 

                            


                            
                                Mobile Phone*
                                
                                 

                            


                            
                                Job Title*
                                
Grower
Retailer


                                 

                            


                            
                                
                                I agree to receive text notifications about Saltro trial alerts
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                        Thank you for signing up!

                        Be on the lookout for future trial uploads, user reviews and new product updates.

                        P.S. Check your email to claim your FREE Saltro hat!
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                            Get More Out of Your Soybean Acres
                            Get More From Your Soybean Acres
                        

                        At Syngenta, we want to set you up for success each season. Explore our other crop protection products, programs and resources to help you gain more yield, value and ROI from your soybeans. Talk to your Syngenta retailer or sales representative to learn more about Saltro and the upgraded protection it can give your soybeans.
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                                View the Saltro Label
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                                Supercharge Early-Season Protection
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                                Control Weeds Without Compromise
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                                Explore Better Yield is the Better Deal
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                                Calculate Profit Loss from SCN
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                        All photos and videos are either the property of Syngenta or are used with permission. Performance assessments are based upon results or analysis of public information, field observations and/or internal Syngenta evaluations.

                        ©
                         Syngenta. Important: Always read and follow label instructions. Some products may not be registered for sale or use in all states or counties. Please check with your local extension service to ensure registration status. ADEPIDYN®, Better Yield is the Better Deal™, CruiserMaxx®, Miravis®, Saltro®, Tendovo®, the Better Yield is the Better Deal logo and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. ILEVO® is a registered trademark of BASF. All other trademarks are the property of their respective third-party owners.

                        Syngenta supports a FIFRA Section 2(ee) recommendation for Saltro for suppression of Red Crown Rot in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri and Tennessee. Please see the Section 2(ee) recommendation to confirm that the recommendation is applicable in your state. The Section 2(ee) recommendation for Saltro should be in the possession of the user at the time of application.
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